
Keeping your child safe online





Set boundaries



No internet 
connectable 
devices in the 
bedroom 
(bathroom/toilet) 
especially at 
night.











In 2021 there were 4.88 billion phones in 
existence. That’s over half the population of 
the world.



“Today, your cell phone has more 
computer power than all of NASA back 
in 1969, when it placed two astronauts 
on the moon.” 
Michio Kaku











53% of children have a mobile phone by age 7.

70% of children have access to the internet.

On average children spend 3hrs 20mins online a day.





Possible reasons why are parents giving 
their children smart phones

For child safety; report issues. prevent abduction.

Because friends have them.

Parents don’t want their child to miss out on anything.

It’s part of growing up.

They need to be able to use technology for their future.

My child is different/I trust my child.



Reasons why parents shouldn’t 
give their children smart phones

Major distraction from completing tasks.

Highly addictive.

Exposure to pornography.

Increased risk of being groomed by child sex offenders.

Risk of being bullied.

Likely to be sent/take/send nudes.

Exposure to poor behaviour.













The age limit is 13 because of the Children’s Online Privacy 
Protection Act (COPPA), which was passed in 1998.            
COPPA restricts websites from tracking and harvesting data 
on children under 13, which is why most apps do not want 
children younger than 13 to join.

Why is the age for most social 
media set at 13?





Why no Facebook?

Not cool, it’s the platform us oldies use.

Clunky interface.

Instagram/Snapchat are easier to navigate, 
image/photo based.



Influencers living the 
perfect life

Body Image

False/unattainable version 
of reality

Anxiety/FOMO

Pressure to constantly 
curate and maintain online 
brand

24hrs access to peer 
culture

It’s fake





Spam accounts



2.6 billion downloads worldwide

167 million videos viewed a 
minute

‘For you’ page plays videos based 
on the user’s previous views

Viral challenges

Child sex offenders present

Takes time for unpleasant and 
grotesque content to be taken 
down

Desensitises and reprograms 
values















Would you be happy with this 
content on your child’s tv?























Tiktok Challenges/Trends



Controls decision making, 
self control and will power.

Fully developed in females 
at 24yrs and males at 30yrs.

The prefrontal cortex in a 
teenager has been likened 
to a car with an accelerator 
but no brake.

‘Likes’ can also lead to 
reduced activity in the 
prefrontal cortex.

Prefrontal cortex



The Cereal Challenge



Pass Out Challenge
Flatliner
The Choking Game

The Thumb Blowing Pass Out Challenge





The Angel of Death



The Skull Breaker Challenge







Jeffrey Dahmer polaroid challenge



The Charlie Challenge







Effects of the short form video
The human brain, particularly in children, is highly 
malleable. As younger and younger children grow up with 
TikTok, certain neural pathways may not be developed. 
The idea of focused attention for reading a book or 
thinking deeply is slowly becoming a thing of the past.







Most young people use it

It’s a fallacy that Snapchat deletes 
photos/videos, it still exists in an 
unused section of the phone’s 
memory and/or on Snapchat’s 
servers

Parents/carers can't check phones 
for content, incoming or outgoing

Lot's of inappropriate behaviour 
posted on Snapchat, desensitises 
children to reality (nudes, drugs, 
pornography etc)

Child sex offenders talk to children 
without parents’ knowledge







My Eyes Only

Photos and videos 
stored in this vault are 
only viewable by 
entering a 
predetermined PIN.



Edibles and social media

An ongoing trend is the marketing and sale of drug infused food items known 
as edibles via Snapchat.

Packaged as sweets, known to contain THC, MDMA, LSD or amphetamine. 

Can take many hours for the user to experience a high, resulting in the user 
overdosing and experiencing hallucinations and psychotic episodes.

The packaging resembles legitimate brands raising concerns that children 
could eat them by mistake. 









Currently no app, web page 
access only

No sign up verification 
required

Talk to strangers

Untrackable

No user history

Lots of adult content







Online Gaming

Global value estimated to be £100 billion

Lots of different age ranges

Made to be addictive

Child sex offenders will groom children on these platforms 
before moving to encrypted messaging apps



Slogo £15 million Jelly £40 million

Stampy Long Head £10 million



No pause button

Users can buy upgrades and skins with cash

Another form of social media

Child sex offenders will move conversation to unmoderated encrypted 
messaging platforms

It is not uncommon for there to be a larger age disparity between 
gamers



Massive multiplayer game for young people, 150 
million players world wide, 7+ age restriction.

Been around since 2004 and valued at £18 
billion.

Roblox and its game developers make money 
through in-game microtransactions.

Currently 40 million games on the platform. 

Robux is the in-game currency - children have 
used parents debit cards in the past without 
permission.

Child sex offenders present - they go to where 
the children are.

Has a chat/message feature giving child sex 
offenders opportunity to groom very young and 
impressionable children.



























Click on 
this icon 
to open 
chat











How do children circumvent device 
boundaries/monitoring?







Changing the time zone to get around bedtime shutdown



Delete then re-download applications to get around 
the usage time per application limit



Leaving an empty phone case charging overnight



Have friends send them video links in messenger apps which 
bypass some of the application locks such as Youtube and 
TikTok



Bypass parental controls with a VPN





Turning on screen record to get parent/carer’s 
username/password when entered



Use Face ID to download apps 
without parent/carer’s knowledge



Having a second device that parent/carer is 
simply unaware of.



File and app hiders/vaults







Pornography, 100% guaranteed



In 1972 Playboy’s subscribers 
globally totalled 7 million.



Pornhub has daily views of 
over 113 million.



Pornography sites receive more 
website traffic in the US than 
Twitter, Instagram, Netflix, 
Pinterest and LinkedIn combined.

- Semrush 2021



Free and easily accessible even if your child does not 
have a phone.

Has become the primary educator of sex for young 
people.

Gives an incorrect version of what constitutes a lovingly 
relationship and what sex actually is.

Exploits those involved, mainly females.

Normalises violent acts.

Consent?

Rewires the brain.

Addictive.





“The best offense here is preparing them 
for a world where porn is highly 
accessible and may be giving kids 
misleading information about sex, 
consent and practices that they may 
assume are expected or ‘common’ 
because they see people in porn doing 
them.”



Parents and carers must 
talk to their children 
about pornography.



Nude and semi-nude image production and sharing



Why might young people share 
nudes? 

A young person may send a nude or semi-nude image or video for 
a variety of reasons, including: 

As part of a trusting 
relationship For affirmation, such as 

positive feedback they receive 
from recipients

Because they have been 
manipulated, pressured or 

coerced into doing so

For a joke

To flirt



Taking, possessing and sending a nude of a child is;

The making, possession and distribution of indecent 
images of children, even if it is of themselves.

They are illegal



The risk of being bullied 
online increases. When 
relationships breakdown it is 
not uncommon for images to 
be distributed as a form of 
retribution.

Bullying



An offender may trick or manipulate the child to 
send images, they then threaten to share the images 
with the child's family and friends unless the child 
sends more images, videos or even money. 

Blackmail (sextortion) 





Outcome 21

This outcome code allows the police to record 
a crime as having been committed but for no 
formal criminal justice action to be taken as it is 
not considered to be in the public interest to 
do so.



Online Grooming



The Current Landscape

Potential number of offenders

In 2021, the National Crime Agency estimated 
that 550 000  to 850 000 in the UK pose varying 
degrees of sexual risk to children (online or 
offline).

This includes a broad spectrum of offences, from 
downloading and sharing child abuse images to 
direct contact abuse.
If you want to know more about how this figure has been estimated, you can 
read the NCA’s latest National Strategic Assessment 2021 which is available on 
the NCA website.













Voice Changers



What’s happening locally?

400 per cent increase in the last four years in online 
viewing of indecent images of children in the county.

Revamped OCAIT (Online Child Abuse Investigation 
Team).

Increased from 10 to 46 members of staff.

In Dec 2022 11 addresses visited in Cheshire, 6 arrests 
in relation to indecent images of children/sexual 
communication with a child.







Protecting your child online



Ruth MOSS NSPCC

“And I’ve often heard people say, ‘But it’s the parent’s responsibility to 

keep their children safe online’, and yes it absolutely is, parents need to 

do as much as they can, but my message today is parents cannot do 

that on their own because the internet is too ubiquitous and it’s too 

difficult to control, it’s become a giant”









Three random words plus the site you 
are accessing;

table+car+coat+hsbc

tablecarcoathsbc





It starts with us, the parents, if your 
child sees you on your device all the 
time, they will copy.



Before you give your child a device, have a technology 
talk with them and have regular follow up talks. 
Encourage your child to be open about their technology 
use and reassure them they won’t get in trouble if 
things go wrong.





Set boundaries



Time limits, around an hour a day is 
considered enough.
(The young person will likely go above and 
beyond to attempt to bypass restrictions.)



Download and explore the apps your child 
uses, you may be surprised by the 
content… 



Parents and carers must know the 
passcode for their child’s phone.

The child does not own the phone.



*#06#





Children should not know the app download 
password/touch ID – you need to be in control of 
what your child is downloading.



How to check what has been downloaded



Carryout frequent and random phone 
checks (without warning).



No internet 
connectable 
devices in the 
bedroom 
(bathroom/toilet) 
especially at 
night.



If your child has their phone in their bedroom 
with them overnight you will not know what 
they are doing or who they are 
communicating with.



There have been numerous incidents of fires 
starting as a result of phones and laptops being 
left on charge in bedrooms.



Blue light and sleep

Phones and tablets emit blue light.

Blue light supresses the release of melatonin which is a 
hormone that encourages sleep.

Having shortened sleep can lead to negative health impacts 
such as metabolic disorders and mental health conditions.



Children need sleep
(8 to 10hrs)





No charging in bedrooms - have a designated 
charging point in a communal area of the home 
(this also gives you the opportunity to do 
random phone checks).



Make sure privacy settings are 
set correctly, updated and checked 
regularly.





is a parent’s friend.



Make phones less interesting

1. Limit the total number of apps that your child can keep on 
their phone at any given time.

2. Have a rule that for every new app added, an old one needs 
to be deactivated or deleted.

3. Allow a certain number of apps in each category; gaming, 
social, messaging, etc.



Parental Controls*

*Not a panacea







Apple Screen Time



Google Family Link



Don’t rely solely on parental/privacy settings, they 
can be easily changed by your child without your 
knowledge.





Your child will likely not be happy but…
be friends with them if they have social 
media accounts – beware of fake 
accounts…



Encourage children to use an avatar rather than 
their photo on their profile.

Also, don’t display any photos of your children on a 
public profile.





No headphones, you need to hear the conversation 
and who your child is communicating with.



Use the home wifi
settings to your 
advantage.

Content filters and 
curfew settings can 
be easily adjusted via 
your online account.

Wifi settings



Require your child to do a chore or exercise 
for the same amount of time they were 
online for.



Mobile phones are more than an extension of a young person’s life, 
the device is part of them.

When things go wrong don’t confiscate or threaten to confiscate the 
child’s phone. They will likely never open up again if they get 
themselves in a situation and need your support. 

***there maybe occasions where confiscation is necessary to 
safeguard the child***



The best monitoring app is your 
involvement and interest



How can your child 
get out of a situation

Have a secret word, number or 
phrase 
you both agree on which equates 
to PICK ME UP NOW!!!!!

Your child needs to know they will 
NOT get in trouble for asking to 
be removed from a bad situation.









Let children be bored, this is when 
creativity occurs and they can find 
their talents.





















Set boundaries.

Take an active, consistent and engaging interest in your 
child’s digital world and activities.

Bedroom (or any location your child is alone) = no devices.

In closing











Why are we addicted to devices?



“The more stimulating a technology is, 
the harder it is for both young people
and adults to disconnect from it, and to 
tolerate less stimulating activities, like 
homework, that are required of us in the 
real world."



Slot machines use a number of strategies to keep our attention and 
encourage us to keep playing, these include bright flashing lights and 
sounds. 
They also use a variable ratio schedule of reward – the rewards are 
random – this encourages you to keep playing to see if you will be 
rewarded on the next go.



Likes
Likes are the main source of reinforcement 
that apps provide.
The likes we get from social media, as well 
as the comments and messages, create a 
chemical reward that encourages us to 
engage more.
Every time we go on the app, it’s like pulling 
the lever on a slot machine; we could “win” 
likes from our friends. 
This is also what makes posting rewarding 
— we know that posting a picture, a tweet, 
or an article will result in engagement from 
others that we find rewarding.



Lights and Colours

Screens and apps 
provide lights and 
colours that make 
them more rewarding
and pleasing to look 
at; they hold our 
attention and make us 
come back for more.



Uncertainty and the never 
ending scroll

In gambling, the anticipation that we get when 
we’re uncertain whether we’ll win can 
sometimes be as chemically rewarding as the 
win itself. That’s why slot machines don’t just 
instantly tell you whether you’ve won or lost. 
They let the wheels spin for a bit first.

In apps we have push to refresh and the wait 
time for the app to update. They are a design 
feature aimed at creating anticipation. 
Anticipation is also why Facebook, Twitter, and 
others allow you to scroll indefinitely, and why 
we do sometimes end up scrolling indefinitely. 
The uncertainty and anticipation of a reward 
encourage you to repeat the behaviour.



In apps we have pull to refresh 
and the wait time for the app to 
update. They are a design feature 
aimed at creating anticipation. 
Anticipation is also why 
Facebook, Twitter, and others 
allow you to scroll indefinitely, 
and why we do sometimes end up 
scrolling indefinitely. The 
uncertainty and anticipation of a 
reward encourage you to repeat 
the behaviour.













Report Abuse
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